Distribution of peripheral dendritic cells in patients with HBV infection or spleen and kidney deficiency.
Spleen and kidney deficiency syndrome (SKD), a Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) syndrome, is the fundamental mechanisms of TCM. We aim to investigate the distribution of peripheral dendritic cells (DCs) in HBV patients with SKD or non-SKD. Peripheral venous blood from patients with HBV infection and healthy volunteers was collected to extract PBMC, and flow cytometry assay was used to measure the distribution of DCs subsets, including myeloid dendritic cells (mDCs) and plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs). For the number of pDCs, it was higher in control group and non-SKD group, compared with HBV infection group and SKD group, respectively. For the number of mDCs, it was higher in control group and the non-SKD group compared to SKD group, while in control group it was higher than both HBeAg positive group and negative group. The number of pDCs in control group and chronic hepatitis B group were higher than HBVcarrier group, and it was higher in control group than both immune tolerance group and inactive group, while in immune clearance group it was higher than immune tolerance group and inactve group. The number of mDCs in control group and immune clearance group were higher than that of immune tolerance group. There was an obvious correlation between TCM syndromes and immune function in HBV infected patients, the number of pDCs and mDCs of the SKD group was lower than that in non-SKD group. These results provide a new insight into scientific evidence that TCM probably be based.